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ABSTRACT

The presence of catalytic metal ions in RNA active sites has often been inferred from metal-ion rescue of modified
substrates and sometimes from inhibitory effects of alternative metal ions. Herein we report that, in the Tetrahymena
group I ribozyme reaction, the deleterious effect of a thio substitution at the pro-S P position of the reactive phosphoryl
group is rescued by Mn 21. However, analysis of the reaction of this thio substrate and of substrates with other
modifications strongly suggest that this rescue does not stem from a direct Mn 21 interaction with the SP sulfur.
Instead, the apparent rescue arises from a Mn 21 ion interacting with the residue immediately 3 9 of the cleavage site,
A(11), that stabilizes the tertiary interactions between the oligonucleotide substrate (S) and the active site. This metal
site is referred to as site D herein. We also present evidence that a previously observed Ca 21 ion that inhibits the
chemical step binds to metal site D. These and other observations suggest that, whereas the interactions of Mn 21 at
site D are favorable for the chemical reaction, the Ca 21 at site D exerts its inhibitory effect by disrupting the alignment
of the substrates within the active site. These results emphasize the vigilance necessary in the design and interpre-
tation of metal-ion rescue and inhibition experiments. Conversely, in-depth mechanistic analysis of the effects of
site-specific substrate modifications can allow the effects of specific metal ion–RNA interactions to be revealed and
the properties of individual metal-ion sites to be probed, even within the sea of metal ions bound to RNA.
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INTRODUCTION

It has long been recognized that metal ions play critical
roles in catalysis by RNA enzymes+ For most RNA en-
zymes, however, little is known about the number of
active-site metal ions and their mechanistic roles+ Our

ability to study individual metal-ion sites on RNA has
mainly been impeded by the sea of metal ions that coat
the charged RNA backbone and facilitate RNA folding
(see, e+g+, Quigley et al+, 1978; Bujalowski et al+, 1986;
Celander & Cech, 1991; Pan et al+, 1993; Pan, 1995;
Bassi et al+, 1996; Beebe et al+, 1996; Cate & Doudna,
1996; Draper, 1996; Cate et al+, 1997; Correll et al+,
1997; Gluick et al+, 1997; Walter et al+, 1998, and ref-
erences therein)+

Metal-ion sites on RNA have been probed by moni-
toring ribozyme structure or activity as a function of
metal-ion concentration and identity+ In favorable cases,
this has allowed metal ions to be separated into differ-
ent classes+ For example, global folding of the Tetra-
hymena group I ribozyme can be supported by a variety
of metal ions including Mg21, Mn21, and Ca21 ; how-
ever, only Mg21 and Mn21 support ribozyme activity,
whereas Ca21 inhibits the chemical step (Grosshans &
Cech, 1989; Latham & Cech, 1989; Celander & Cech,
1991; Downs & Cech, 1996; McConnell et al+, 1997)+
These observations led to the postulation of two types
of metal-ion sites in this ribozyme: those involved in
RNA folding, a role which can be fulfilled by Mg21,
Mn21, and Ca21, and those involved in the chemical
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reaction, a role which can only be met by Mg21 and
Mn21+

For several well-studied RNA enzymes such as the
Tetrahymena ribozyme, the RNA component of RNase
P, and the hammerhead ribozyme, the chemical step
has been investigated as a function of the concentra-
tion of Mg21, Ca21, or other metal ions (see, e+g+, Smith
& Pace, 1993; Beebe et al+, 1996; McConnell et al+,
1997; Lott et al+, 1998; Warnecke et al+, 1999)+ The
observed concentration dependences have led to pro-
posals of catalytic mechanisms involving one, two, or
three metal ions (see, e+g+, Smith & Pace, 1993; Mc-
Connell et al+, 1997; Lott et al+, 1998; Warnecke et al+,
1999)+Analogous conclusions have been drawn for pro-
tein enzymes (Dismukes, 1996; Wilcox, 1996; Cowan,
1997; Groll et al+, 1997; Black & Cowan, 1998; Horton
et al+, 1998; Keck et al+, 1998)+ However, the results of
these experiments do not distinguish between effects
of active-site metal ions that directly participate in the
chemical reaction and indirect effects of metal ions lo-
cated away from the active site, nor do they shed light
on the roles of individual metal ions+ Further, as nu-
merous metal ions are required to fold an RNA, the
effects of high affinity active-site metal ions are likely to
be masked, because they are already bound at the
Mg21 concentration required for RNA folding+

These problems have been addressed by the appli-
cation of metal-ion specificity switch experiments to stud-
ies of nucleic acids+ Specific metal-ion ligands on the
substrates or ribozyme can, in principle, be identified by
changing specific oxygen ligands to sulfur or nitrogen
and exploiting the preference of these modified ligands
to interact with metal ions softer than Mg21, such as
Mn21, Zn21, or Cd21 (Jaffe & Cohn, 1978; Burgers &
Eckstein, 1979, 1980;Connolly & Eckstein, 1981;Chris-
tian & Yarus, 1993)+ These experiments have provided
strong evidence for active-site metal-ion interactions in
several RNA enzymes (Piccirilli et al+, 1993;Warnecke
et al+, 1996; Chen et al+, 1997; Peracchi et al+, 1997;
Sjögren et al+, 1997; Sontheimer et al+, 1997;Weinstein
et al+, 1997;Scott & Uhlenbeck, 1999;Shan & Herschlag,
1999; Yoshida et al+, 1999; see Fig+ 1 for the Tetra-
hymena ribozyme)+ However, even with these modified
substrates, the effects of metal ions require cautious in-
terpretation, as the metal ions being probed represent a
minuscule fraction of the metal ions that coat an RNA+
Soft metal ions bound to metal-ion sites other than the
site of interest can indirectly affect the ribozyme’s struc-
ture and reactivity (see, e+g+,Basu & Strobel, 1999)+Con-
versely, the absence of metal-ion rescue does not rule
out a metal-ion interaction, as thio substitution can dis-
rupt a metal-ion binding site surrounding the normal li-
gand (see, e+g+, Brautigam & Steitz, 1998)+

In this work, the apparent Mn21 rescue of a phos-
phorothioate substitution has been investigated in the
well-characterized Tetrahymena group I ribozyme re-
action (Cech & Herschlag, 1996, and references therein)+

This ribozyme (E) catalyzes a transesterification reac-
tion shown in Equation (1),

CCCUCUpA 1 GOH r
(S)

CCCUCUOH 1 GpA
(P) (1)

with an exogenous guanosine nucleophile (G) cleaving
a specific phosphodiester bond of an oligonucleotide
substrate (S)+ Thio substitution of the pro-SP oxygen of
the reactive phosphoryl group reduces the rate of the
chemical step 104-fold (Rajagopal et al+, 1989; Yoshida
et al+, 2000), suggesting the presence of interactions
with the pro-SP oxygen that could involve active-site
metal ions (Yoshida et al+, 1999)+ In this study, we found

FIGURE 1. Metal-ion interactions in the transition state of the Tet-
rahymena ribozyme reaction+ The dashed lines (---)depict the partial
bonds between the reactive phosphorus and the 39-oxygen of S and
the 39-oxygen of G, and “d-” depicts the partial negative charges on
the 39-oxygens of S and G+ MA is the metal ion that interacts with the
39-oxygen of U(21) of S (Piccirilli et al+, 1993); MB is the metal ion
interacting with the 39-moiety of G (Weinstein et al+, 1997); MC is the
metal ion interacting with the 29-moiety of G (Sjögren et al+, 1997;
Shan & Herschlag, 1999); and MD is the metal-ion site investigated
in this work+ The solid circles (ddd) depict direct metal-ion inter-
actions, and the open circles (CCC) indicate that the interaction of
MD with the A(11) residue may be direct or indirect+ Recent results
suggest that MA, MB, and MC are three distinct metal ions (Shan
et al+, 1999)+ There is evidence for an additional active site metal-ion
interaction with the pro-SP oxygen of the reactive phosphoryl group
(Yoshida et al+, 1999); this metal ion is depicted by the open , as it
is not known whether this metal ion is the same as MA, MB, MC, or a
fourth metal ion within this ribozyme active site+ Results described
herein suggest that MD is distinct from MA, MB, and MC+
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that Mn21 stimulates the reaction of a modified oligo-
nucleotide substrate with a thio substitution at the pro-SP

oxygen relative to reaction of the unsubstituted sub-
strate+ However, further analysis revealed that this
rescue is not due to a Mn21 that directly interacts with
the SP sulfur+ Rather, the apparent rescue arises
from the indirect effect of a metal-ion site interacting
with the A(11) residue, referred to as metal site D herein
(Fig+ 1, MD)+

The inhibitory effect of Ca21 on the Tetrahymena
ribozyme reaction has also been reinvestigated+ Previ-
ously, the ability of Ca21 to inhibit the chemical step of
this reaction and the observation that the inhibitory
Ca21 is competitive with Mg21 led to the suggestion
that the inhibitory Ca21 ions displace catalytic Mg21

ions at the ribozyme active site, such as the Mg21 ions
interacting with the 39-bridging oxygen of S, the 39-OH
of G, and/or the nonbridging reactive phosphoryl oxy-

TABLE 1 + List of oligonucleotide substrates+a

Abbreviation Oligonucleotide substrate or product

25 23 21 11 13 15
rSA rC rC rC rU rC rU 2OpO2 rA rA rA rA rA
21d,rSA rC rC rC rU rC dT 2OpO2 rA rA rA rA rA
21d,rSA,P-S

b mC mC mC rU rC dU 2OpS2 rA
mSA rC rC rC mU rC rU 2OpO2 dA
21d,mSA rC rC rC mU rC dU 2OpO2 dA
rSMe rC rC rC rU rC rU 2OpO2 Me
mSMe rC rC rC mU rC rU 2OpO2 Me
21d,rSMe,P-S

b mC mC mC rU rC dU 2OpS2 Me
21r,dSA dC dC dC dU dC rU 2OpO2 dA dA dA dA dA

ar: 29-OH; d: 29-H; m: 29-OCH3; Me: OCH3;

2OPO2: ; 2OPS2: +

b29-OCH3 groups are introduced into the (24) to (26) residues of 21d,rSA,P-S
and 21d,rSMe,P-S; the sole effect of this modification is to prevent miscleavage of
these oligonucleotides, allowing more accurate determination of rate constants for
cleavage at the correct position (Herschlag, 1992; Knitt et al+, 1994; Narlikar et al+,
1997)+

FIGURE 2. MnD
21 stimulates reaction from the open complex relative to reaction from the closed complex+ A: Effect of Mn21

on the reaction E•S•G r products (kc
G) for 21d,rSA,P-S (d), 21d,mSA (C), and 21d,rSA (▫)+ Values of kc

G for 21d,mSA
and 21d,rSA were determined at pH 7+0, and those for 21d,rSA,P-S were determined at pH 7+9 with 10 mM Mg21, as
described in Materials and methods+ The data for 21d,rSA were fit to a model in which a single Mn21 gives the observed
small stimulation+ The data for 21d,rSA,P-S and 21d,mSA are fit to a model in which this Mn21 has the same effect on
reaction of these substrates, and an additional Mn21, MnD

21, has an additional, independent stimulatory effect (see footnote
2)+ B: Effect of Mn21 on the reaction rate of 21d,mSA relative to 21d,rSA: kc

G,rel 5 kc,rS
G /kc,mS

G + The data are fit to Equation
(3), derived from Scheme 2, and give K(E•S•G)o

Mn,app 5 1+8 mM and kc,Mn
G,rel 5 0+10+
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gen (McConnell et al+, 1997; Fig+ 1)+ Herein we present
data that suggest that one of the inhibitory Ca21 ions
binds to metal site D+ Analysis of the Ca21 effect on
individual reaction steps suggests that this Ca21 exerts
its inhibitory effect by mispositioning the substrates
within the active site+

RESULTS

Rescue of a phosphorothioate substitution
arises from an indirect Mn 21 effect

In this section, we first present evidence that the del-
eterious effect of a phosphorothioate substitution at the
pro-SP oxygen of the reactive phosphoryl group can be
rescued by a Mn21 ion+ We then show that the appar-
ent rescue arises from an indirect effect of Mn21, re-
sulting because different reaction steps are monitored
for the thio and the wild-type substrates+ We then de-
scribe results that suggest that this Mn21 ion, referred
to as MnD

21, interacts with A(11), the residue immedi-
ately 39 of the cleavage site (Table 1)+ Evidence that
MnD

21 competes with a bound Mg21 is presented at the
end of this section+

Apparent Mn 21 rescue from an indirect effect

Thio substitution of the pro-SP oxygen of the reactive
phosphoryl group slows the chemical step ;104-fold
(Rajagopal et al+, 1989; Yoshida et al+, 2000)+ To test for
a potential metal-ion interaction with the pro-SP oxy-
gen, we determined the effect of Mn21 on the chemical
step for 21d,rSA,P-S (Table 1), in which this oxygen is
replaced by sulfur+ Addition of Mn21 increases the rate
of the chemical step for 21d,rSA,P-S ;60-fold (10 mM
Mg21 ; Fig+ 2A, closed circles)+ In contrast, Mn21 has
only a fourfold effect on the chemical step for 21d,rSA

(Table 1), which lacks the thio substitution (Fig+ 2A,
open squares)+

The simplest explanation for this Mn21 stimulation is
that a Mn21 coordinates the SP sulfur, thereby rescuing
the deleterious effect from the thio substitution+ How-
ever, stimulatory effects of Mn21 can also arise indi-
rectly, especially if different reaction steps are monitored
for the thio and the wild-type substrate+ Previous work
showed that binding of the oligonucleotide substrate
occurs in two distinct steps (Scheme 1): first, the open
complex, (E•S)o, is formed, in which S is held solely by
base-pairing interactions with the internal guide se-
quence (IGS) of E to form the P1 duplex; second, the
closed complex, (E•S)c, is formed, in which the P1 du-
plex docks into the catalytic core of the ribozyme via ter-
tiary interactions (Bevilacqua et al+, 1992; Herschlag,
1992; Narlikar & Herschlag, 1996; Narlikar et al+, 1997;
Szewczak et al+, 1998, and references therein)+ The oli-
gonucleotide substrate 21d,rSA binds the ribozyme in
the closed complex (Bevilacqua et al+, 1992;Herschlag,
1992; Narlikar & Herschlag, 1997; Narlikar et al+, 1996,
and see below)+ In contrast, 21d,rSA,P-S binds the ri-
bozyme predominantly in the (E•S)o complex+1 This

1The following observations strongly suggest that 21d,rSA,P-S
binds the ribozyme to form an (E•S)o complex (Yoshida et al+,
2000, and our unpub+ results): (1) 21d,rSA,P-S binds the ribozyme
with an affinity comparable to that expected for the open complex,
even in the presence of added Mn21 [dissociation constants for
21d,rSA,P-S of 1+2 and $0+7 nM were observed with 10 mM Mg21

and 10 mM Mn21/10 mM Mg21, respectively (data not shown); the
dissociation constant of S from the open complex is expected to
be ;0+5–1 nM (Narlikar et al+, 1997)]; (2) the guanosine nucleo-
phile binds to the E•S complex formed by 21d,rSA,P-S with an
affinity of Ka

G 5 3+1 mM21 (see Results), the same as the G affin-
ity expected for the open complex (McConnell et al+, 1993; Shan &
Herschlag, 1999)+ In contrast, the affinity of G for the closed com-
plex is expected to be approximately fivefold higher, with Ka

G 5
16 mM21 (McConnell et al+, 1993; Shan & Herschlag, 1999)+

SCHEME 1. Two-step binding of the oligonucleotide substrate to the Tetrahymena ribozyme+
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means that different reaction steps are monitored for the
two substrates under comparison: for 21d,rSA, the re-
action (E•S•G)c r products was followed, whereas for
21d,rSA,P-S, the reaction (E•S•G)o (E•S•G)c r

products was followed+ Thus, any Mn21 ion that in-
creases docking of S could stimulate the reaction of
21d,rSA,P-S without affecting the reaction of 21d,rSA,
providing an apparent rescue unrelated to the phospho-
rothioate substitution+

To test the alternative model that a Mn21 ion affects
S docking, we determined the effect of Mn21 on reac-
tion of 21d,mSA (Table 1)+ In this substrate, the 29-OH
of the U(23) residue is replaced by a methoxy group,
disrupting docking of S and resulting in a stable open
complex (Pyle & Cech, 1991; Herschlag, 1992;
Herschlag et al+, 1993a; Knitt et al+, 1994; Narlikar et al+,
1997; Narlikar & Herschlag, 1996)+ Thus, the reaction
(E•S•G)o (E•S•G)c r products can be moni-
tored with 21d,mSA, as with 21d,rSA,P-S+ The reaction
of 21d,mSA is stimulated 60-fold by addition of Mn21,
just as reaction of 21d,rSA,P-S, and the Mn21 concen-
tration dependences are the same (Fig+ 2A, closed vs+
open circles)+ These results strongly suggest that the
Mn21 stimulation of the 21d,rSA,P-S reaction arises from
a Mn21 ion that stabilizes S docking, rather than a
direct Mn21 interaction with the SP-sulfur+

This Mn21 effect was isolated by plotting the reaction
rate for 21d,mSA relative to 21d,rSA, as the reaction
of 21d,rSA does not include the docking step (Fig+ 2B,
kc

G,rel)+2 The Mn21 concentration dependence sug-
gests that a single Mn21, referred to as MnD

21, is re-
sponsible for the stimulation (Scheme 2)+ This Mn21

concentration dependence further suggests that MnD
21

binds to the (E•S•G)o complex with an apparent dis-
sociation constant3 of K(E•S•G)o

Mn,app 5 1+8 mM and provides

a 13-fold stimulation of kc
G,rel relative to Mg21 (kc,Mn

G,rel/
kc,Mg

G,rel 5 0+10/0+0074 5 13)+
To provide an independent test for a Mn21 that in-

creases S docking, we directly determined the effect of
Mn21 on the binding affinity of 21d,rSA+ This oligonu-
cleotide substrate binds the ribozyme predominantly in
the closed complex (Narlikar & Herschlag, 1996), so
that a Mn21 that increases S docking would be ex-
pected to increase the affinity of 21d,rSA+ As ex-
pected, addition of Mn21 decreased the equilibrium
dissociation constant of 21d,rSA 10-fold (Fig+ 3, Kd

S

and Kd
S' for the E•SA and E•SA•G complexes, respec-

tively)+ In contrast,Mn21 has no significant effect on the
equilibrium for formation of the open complex, with dis-
sociation constants of 0+70 and 0+82 nM from (E•S)o in
the presence or absence of 5 mM Mn21 (21d,mSA,
10 mM Mg21 background; data not shown)+ Thus, the
observed 10-fold Mn21 effect in Figure 3 represents an
effect on the equilibrium for S docking+

The Mn21 concentration dependences in Figure 3
suggest that a single Mn21 is responsible for stabilizing
docking of 21d,rSA, as depicted in Scheme 3+ The

2The use of relative rate constant in data analysis is based on the
assumption that the Mn21 increasing S docking is distinct from the
Mn21 that increases the 21d,rSA reaction from the closed complex
fourfold (see Materials and methods)+ The following observations
strongly support this assumption: (1) There are different Mg21 effects
on the Mn21 that increases S docking and the Mn21 that affects the
21d,rSA reaction: the Mn21 stabilization of S docking is the same
from 2 to 50 mM Mg21 (see text), whereas the Mn21 enhancement of
the 21d,rSA reaction from the closed complex diminishes with in-
creasing Mg21 (not shown); (2) if the same Mn21 ion affected the
21d,mSA and 21d,rSA reactions from the open and closed com-
plex, respectively, the ;10-fold larger Mn21 effect on reaction of
21d,mSA than 21d,rSA predicts that this Mn21 would bind ;10-fold
weaker to the open than the closed complex, with a dissociation
constant of ;50 mM+ This is obtained from the dissociation constant
of 5+5 mM for the Mn21 that enhances the 21d,rSA reaction, the
10-fold greater effect of Mn21 on reaction of 21d,mSA than 21d,rSA,
and a thermodynamic cycle analogous to that in Scheme 3+ How-
ever, the Mn21 effect on the 21d,mSA reaction saturates above
5 mM Mn21, indicating that the effect of Mn21 on reaction from the
closed complex arise from a distinct Mn21 ion(s) (Fig+ 2A)+

3The Mn21 and Ca21 dissociation constants are apparent be-
cause MnD

21 (or CaD
21) competes with a Mg21 ion under the experi-

mental conditions (see Results)+ This is denoted by the superscript
“app” accompanying the K Mn (or K Ca) values+

SCHEME 2. Mg21 binding and its effect on reactivity of the E•S•G
open complex+

FIGURE 3. Mn21 increases the affinity of 21d,rSA for E (C, Kd
S)

and E•G complex (▫ , Kd
S')+ Values of Kd

S and Kd
S' were obtained

from Kd
S 5 koff

S /kon
S , as described in Materials and methods, and

were determined at pH 6+8–7+9 and pH 5+0–5+8, respectively+ The
data are fit to Equation (4), derived from Scheme 3, and give
K(E•S)c

Mn,app 5 0+19 mM and K(E•S•G)c
Mn,app 5 0+15 mM (solid and dashed

lines, respectively)+
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equilibrium constants for docking of S in E•S and E•S•G,
Kdock

S and Kdock
S' , are expressed relative to the docking

equilibrium in 10 mM Mg21 (Kdock,Mg
S,rel and Kdock,Mg

S,rel' in
Scheme 3A,B), such that the values of Kdock,Mg

S,rel and
Kdock,Mg

S,rel' are defined as equal to 1+ The Mn21 concen-
tration dependences of Kd

S and Kd
S' are similar, sug-

gesting that the binding and effect of this Mn21 is
independent of bound G+ Fitting these Mn21 concen-
tration dependences to Scheme 3 gives apparent Mn21

dissociation constants (see footnote 3) of K(E•SA)c

Mn,app 5
0+19 mM and K(E•SA)c

Mn,app 5 0+15 mM for the (E•SA)c and
(E•SA•G)c complexes, respectively,which are the same
within error+ These Mn21 affinities and the 10- and 12-
fold increase in Kdock

S and Kdock
S' then give the affinity of

the Mn21 for the (E•S)o and (E•S•G)o complexes, ac-
cording to the thermodynamic cycles in Scheme 3:

K(E•S)o
Mn,app 5 K(E•SA)c

Mn,app 3
Kdock,Mn

S,rel

Kdock,Mg
S,rel 5 0+19 mM 3 10 5 1+9 mM

and

K(E•S•G)o
Mn,app 5 K(E•SA•G)c

Mn,app 3
Kdock,Mn

S,rel'

Kdock,Mg
S,rel9 5 0+15 mM 3 12 5 1+8 mM+

The Mn21 affinity obtained for (E•S•G)o from the Mn21

effect on the affinity of 21d,rSA is the same as that
determined independently from the Mn21 stimulation of
the 21d,mSA and 21d,rSA,P-S reaction (Fig+ 2)+ The
10–12-fold stabilization of 21d,rSA binding by Mn21

(Scheme 3) is also the same, within error, as the 13-
fold Mn21 stimulation of reactions of 21d,mSA and
21d,rSA,P-S (Fig+ 2)+ The quantitative agreement of the

Mn21 affinity and the magnitude of its effect strongly
suggest that the same Mn21 ion, MnD

21, is responsible
for increasing docking of S and for stimulating the re-
action of 21d,mSA and 21d,rSA,P-S+

MnD
21 interacts with A(11)

Replacing A(11), the residue 39 of the reactive phos-
phoryl group, with a methoxy group (rSMe; Table 1) has
less than a twofold effect on the binding affinity of S or
its reaction rate, and the affinity of rSMe is stronger than
that of an open complex, suggesting that rSMe binds
the ribozyme predominantly in the closed complex
(Narlikar et al+, 1995)+ However, this modification abol-
ishes the effect of MnD

21 on S docking: addition of up to
10 mM Mn21 has less than a 2-fold effect on the affinity
of rSMe, in contrast to the 10-fold increase in the affinity
of 21d,rSA (Fig+ 4A)+4 This suggests that MnD

21 inter-
acts with A(11), either directly or indirectly+

To further test this model,we asked whether the Mn21

stimulation of reaction from the open complex is also
lost when A(11) is replaced by 2OCH3+ The (E•SMe)o

complex was obtained by introducing a 29-methoxy sub-
stitution for the 29-OH of U(23) to give mSMe (Table 1)+
As predicted, the mSMe reaction was not stimulated by
addition of up to 20 mM Mn21, in marked contrast to
the stimulation of the reaction of 21d,mSA (Fig+ 4B)+
Further, the apparent Mn21 rescue of the thio effect at
the pro-SP oxygen is abolished when the A(11) resi-
due is replaced by a methoxy group (21d,rSMe,P-S,
Table 1; data not shown)+ These results strongly sug-
gest that the Mn21 stimulation of the 21d,rSA,P-S re-
action arises indirectly+

MnD
21 competes with a bound Mg 21.

To determine whether metal site D is normally occu-
pied by a Mg21, the effect of Mg21 on the affinity of
MnD

21 was investigated+ If site D is unoccupied, then
the observed affinity of MnD

21 would not be altered by
changes in Mg21 concentration; on the other hand, if a
Mg21 is bound at site D, then the observed affinity of
MnD

21 would be weakened proportionately to the in-
crease in Mg21 concentration (see Equation (6) in Ma-
terials and methods)+

The affinity of MnD
21 for the open complex was de-

termined at a series of Mg21 concentrations from the
Mn21 concentration dependence of the reactivity of
21d,mSA relative to 21d,rSA, as described above

4Oligonucleotide substrates with both 29-OH and 29-H at U(21)
have been used in this study for the practical reasons outlined in
Materials and methods+ The following observations strongly suggest
that the affinity and effect of metal ions at site D are independent of
the 29-OH or 29-H at U(21): (1) The Mn21 effect on reaction of mSA
and 21d,mSA are the same, within error (not shown); (2) Mn21 has
the same effect on the affinity of rSA and 21d,rSA within experimen-
tal error (not shown); (3) The Ca21 effects are the same, within error,
for reaction of rSA and 21d,rSA (Fig+ 5)+

SCHEME 3. Thermodynamic analysis of Mg21 binding and its effect
on docking+
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(Fig+ 2 and data not shown)+ Increasing the Mg21 con-
centration from 2 to 100 mM increases the observed
dissociation constant of MnD

21 from (E•S)o by 50-fold,
from 0+42 to 21 mM (Table 2, K(E•S)o

Mn,app), consistent with
competitive binding of MnD

21 with a Mg21 in the open
complex+

The apparent affinity of MnD
21 for the (E•SA)c com-

plex can be obtained from the MnD
21 affinity for (E•S)o

and the rate enhancement for 21d,mSA relative
to 21d,rSA provided by MnD

21 at each Mg21 concen-
tration (Table 2, K(E•SA)c

Mn,app)+ As with the (E•S)o complex,
the affinity of MnD

21 for the (E•SA)c complex is weak-
ened with increasing Mg21 concentration, suggesting
that MnD

21 also competes with a bound Mg21 in the
closed complex+

The competitive binding of MnD
21 with Mg21 and

the apparent MnD
21 affinity at each Mg21 concentra-

tion give the specificity of site D for Mn21 relative to
Mg21+ The results suggest that in the open complex,

MnD
21 binds approximately fivefold more strongly than

Mg21 (Table 2, K(E•S)o

Mn,rel)+ In contrast, MnD
21 binds ;60-

fold more strongly than Mg21 to the (E•SA)c complex
(Table 2, K(E•SA)c

Mn,rel )+

An inhibitory Ca 21 binds to metal site D

In previous studies,Ca21 was found to inhibit the chem-
ical step for the Tetrahymena ribozyme reaction, and
the Ca21 concentration dependence suggests the pres-
ence of two inhibitory Ca21 ions+ It was proposed that
the inhibitory Ca21 bind to catalytic metal-ion sites,
such as sites A and B in Figure 1 (McConnell et al+,
1997)+ To test these proposals and understand how
Ca21 inhibits the chemical step, the inhibitory effect of
Ca21 has been further investigated in the course of this
study+ In this section, we first describe characterization
of the affinity and specificity of an inhibitory Ca21 site,
and then present evidence that the inhibitory Ca21 binds
to metal site D+ Results that suggest that the inhibitory
Ca21 disrupts the positioning of S are described at the
end of this section+

A Ca 21 ion inhibits the chemical step

Addition of Ca21 decreases the rate of the reaction
E•S 1 G r products (S 5 rSA or 21d,rSA; Fig+ 5A,
open symbols)+ In contrast to previous observation of
two inhibitory Ca21 ions at 50 8C, the Ca21 concen-
tration dependences at 30 8C are consistent with an
effect from a single Ca21 (Scheme 4A)+ This differ-
ence presumably arises from different temperature ef-
fects on the interactions of the inhibitory Ca21 ions,
so that one of the Ca21 ions binds more weakly or
lacks an inhibitory effect at 30 8C+ The Ca21 concen-
tration dependences for rSA and 21d,rSA are the
same, within error, suggesting that the inhibitory ef-
fect of Ca21 is independent of the 29-substituent of
U(21) (Fig+ 5A, open circles and squares)+ The Ca21

concentration dependence further suggests that the
inhibitory Ca21 binds to the (E•SA)c complex formed
by rSA or 21d,rSA with an apparent dissociation con-
stant (see footnote 3) of K(E•SA)c

Ca,app 5 0+055 mM in the
presence of 2 mM Mg21 (Scheme 4A)+ A similar in-
hibitory effect of Ca21 was observed at 10 mM Mg21,
but with an approximately fivefold weaker apparent
Ca21 affinity (K(E•SA)c

Ca,app 5 0+28 mM; Table 2 and Fig+ 6)+
The weakening of Ca21 affinity with increasing Mg21

concentration suggests that the inhibitory Ca21 com-
petes with a bound Mg21+ The competitive binding
and the high apparent Ca21 affinity at each Mg21

concentration suggest that the inhibitory Ca21 binds
;40-fold more strongly than Mg21 to the (E•SA)c com-
plex (Table 2, K(E•SA)c

Ca,rel )+
In initial experiments, we noticed that a higher Ca21

concentration was required to inhibit the reaction when

FIGURE 4. Replacement of A(11) residue by 2OCH3 removes the
MnD

21 effect on S docking+ A: Effect of Mn21 on the equilibrium dis-
sociation constant of rSMe (L) and 21d,rSA (C) from E•S+ Values of
Kd

S for rSMe were determined from Kd
S 5 koff

S /kon
S as described in

Materials and methods (10 mM Mg21; pH 5+4–6+4)+ The data for
21d,rSA are from Figure 3 and are shown for comparison+ B: Effect
of Mn21 on the reaction (E•S)o 1 G r products for mSMe (L; kobsd),
determined at pH 7+5 with 10 mM Mg21, as described in Materials
and methods+ The data for 21d,mSA (C) are from Figure 2A and are
shown for comparison+ The inhibitory effect of Mn21 on the mSMe
reaction above 5 mM Mn21 may arise from an unfavorable inter-
action with MnD

21 or with a distinct Mn21+
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the A(11) residue is replaced by a methoxy group
(Fig+ 5A), with an apparent Ca21 affinity of K(E•SMe)c

Ca,app 5
0+26 mM (Scheme 4B)+ The ;5-fold weaker Ca21

affinity for the (E•SMe)c than the (E•SA)c complex is
analogous to the ;10-fold weaker affinity of MnD

21 for
(E•SMe)c than (E•SA)c+ This raised the possibility that
the inhibitory Ca21 also binds to metal site D+

The inhibitory Ca 21 competes with MnD
21

To test whether the inhibitory Ca21 site coincides with
metal site D, we determined the affinity of Ca21 under
conditions such that site D is occupied by Mn21+ If the

inhibitory Ca21 were to bind to metal site D, it would
need to compete with Mn21, which binds strongly to
site D+ That is, added Mn21 sufficient to occupy metal
site D would weaken the apparent affinity of Ca21, and
the apparent Ca21 affinity in the presence of Mn21,
K Ca,app', could be predicted from the apparent affinities
of MnD

21 and Ca21 determined above according to the
relationship of Equation (9) in Materials and methods+

Figure 5B shows the Ca21 inhibition of the reaction
E•rSA 1 G r products in the presence of varying con-
centrations of added Mn21 with a background of 2 mM
Mg21+Apparent Ca21 affinities obtained from these con-
centration dependences are in reasonable agreement

TABLE 2 + Effects of Mg21 on binding of MnD
21 and CaD

21+

[Mg21 ]
(mM)

K(E•S)o
Mn,app a

(mM) K(E•S)o
Mn,rel b

K(E•SA)c
Mn,app

(mM) K(E•SA)c
Mn,rel c

K(E•SA)c
Ca,app d

(mM) K(E•SA)c
Ca,rel e

2 0+42 4+8 0+037f 54 0+055 37
10 1+8 5+6 0+15f(0+19g) 53 0+28 36

100 21 4+8 1+6f 62 — —

aK(E•S)o
Mn,app is the observed MnD

21 dissociation constant from (E•S)o at each Mg21 con-
centration+ These values are equal to K(E•S•G)o

Mn,app , the MnD
21 affinity for the (E•S•G)o complex,

as there is no Mn21 effect on G binding (Shan & Herschlag, 1999)+ K(E•S•G)o
Mn,app values were

determined from the data in Figure 2 and analogous experiments (not shown)+
bK(E•S)o

Mn,rel is the specificity of site D for binding Mn21 relative to Mg21 in the (E•S)o

complex, calculated from K(E•S)o
Mn,rel 5 [Mg21]/K(E•S)o

Mn,app (see Materials and methods)+
cK(E•SA)c

Mn,rel is the specificity of site D for binding Mn21 relative to Mg21 in the (E•SA)c

complex, obtained from K(E•SA)c
Mn,rel 5 [Mg21]/K(E•SA)c

Mn,app (Equation (6))+
dK(E•SA)c

Ca,app is the observed Ca21 dissociation constant from the (E•SA)c complex at each
Mg21 concentration, determined from the data in Figures 5 and 6+

eK(E•SA)c
Ca,rel is the specificity of metal site D for binding Ca21 relative to Mg21 in the (E•SA)c

complex, obtained from K(E•SA)c
Ca,rel 5 [Mg21]/K(E•SA)c

Ca,app (Equation (7))+
fK(E•SA)c

Mn,app is the observed MnD
21 dissociation constant from the (E•SA)c complex at each

Mg21 concentration+ The values are calculated from the K(E•S)o
Mn,app values in this table and

the maximal Mn21 stimulation of the reaction of 21d,mSA relative to 21d,rSA of 11-, 13-,
and 13-fold Mn21 observed at 2, 10, and 100 mM Mg21, respectively

K(E•SA)c
Mn,app 5 K(E•S)o

Mn,appYSkdock,Mn
S

kdock,Mg
S D 5 K(E•S)o

Mn,appYSkc,Mn
G,rel

kc,Mg
G,relD;

these expressions are equal because the Mn21 stimulation of reaction from the open
complex relative to the closed complex (kc,Mn

G,rel/kc,Mg
G,rel) arises solely from stabilization of the

docked complex by Mn21 (kdock,Mn
S /kdock,Mg

S ) (see footnote 2); cf+ Schemes 2 and 3]+
gThe value in parenthesis was independently determined from the binding data in

Figure 3+

SCHEME 4. Ca21 binding and inhibition+
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with the values predicted for Ca21 binding to metal site
D (Table 3)+Analogous results were obtained when the
A(11) residue is replaced by a methoxy group (Fig+ 5C
and Table 3)+ These results provide strong evidence that
the inhibitory Ca21 competes with the Mn21 at site D+

The simplest interpretation for the competitive bind-
ing of Ca21 with MnD

21 is that the inhibitory Ca21 occu-

pies metal site D+ This Ca21 ion is therefore referred to
as CaD

21 below+ It is possible, nevertheless, that some
of the ligands differ for Ca21 or Mn21, or even that these
metal ions bind at different sites that are mutually ex-
clusive, either because of electrostatic repulsion or
conformational rearrangements+ Some differences in
the ligands or coordination geometry for Mn21 and Ca21

is implied by the distinct effects of Ca21 and Mn21 on
the chemical step and on guanosine binding described
below+

The inhibitory Ca 21 increases docking of S

In an effort to understand how CaD
21 inhibits the chem-

ical step, we determined the effect of Ca21 on the bind-
ing affinity of 21d,rSA+ Addition of Ca21 increased the
affinity of 21d,rSA at least 10-fold (Fig+ 6A; 10 mM
Mg21)+ This affinity increase follows the Ca21 concen-
tration dependence predicted for an effect from CaD

21

(Fig+ 6A, dashed line), suggesting that the inhibitory
Ca21 causes the increase in the affinity of 21d,rSA+

TABLE 3 + The inhibitory Ca21 competes with binding of MnD
21+

K Ca,app', mMa

(E•SA)c (E•SMe)c

[Mn21 ], mM observed predicted observed predicted

0 0+055 N+A+b 0+26 N+A+b

0+2 0+26 0+35 —c —c

0+5 0+63 0+80 —c —c

1 1+9 1+6 0+64 0+88
5 —c —c 3+3 3+4

aK Ca,app' is the apparent affinity of the inhibitory Ca21 at each
Mn21 concentration (2 mM Mg21 background)+ Observed K Ca,app'

values were determined in Figure 5+ Predicted K Ca,app' values were
calculated from Equation (9)+

bN+A+: not applicable+
c—: not determined+

FIGURE 5. Ca21 inhibition of the ribozyme reaction+ A: Ca21 inhibi-
tion of the reaction E•S 1 G r products for rSA (C), 21d,rSA (▫),
and rSMe (d)+ Reactions were carried out with subsaturating G (1 mM
for rSA and rSMe, pH 6+4; 10 mM for 21d,rSA, pH 7+2) at 2 mM Mg21

as described in Materials and methods+ Rate constants were nor-
malized such that k norm 5 1 in the absence of added Ca21+ The data
are fit to the inhibition model of Scheme 4 according to Equation (5),
and give K(E•SA)c

Ca,app 5 0+055 mM and K(E•SMe)c
Ca,app 5 0+26 mM+ B: Ca21

inhibition of the reaction E•S 1 G r products with 21d,rSA at pH 7+2
in the presence of 2 mM Mg21 with 0 (C; from part A), 0+2 (,), 0+5
(▫), or 1 mM (n) added Mn21+ The rate constants were normalized
as described in A+ The lines are fits of the data as in A, and give
K(E•SA)c

Ca,app' 5 0+26, 0+63, and 1+9 mM in the presence of 0+2, 0+5, and
1 mM Mn21, respectively+ C: Ca21 inhibition of the reaction: E•rSMe 1
G r products in the presence of 0 (d; from A), 1 (n), and 5 mM (l)
Mn21 (2 mM Mg21; pH 6+4)+ The rate constants were determined and
normalized as in A+ The lines are fits of the data as in A, derived from
Scheme 4, and give K(E•SMe)c

Ca,app' 5 0+64 and 3+3 mM in the presence of
1 and 5 mM Mn21, respectively+
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Additional experiments indicated that addition of up
to 5 mM Ca21 does not affect the equilibrium for for-
mation of the (E•S)o complex (21d,mSA; data not
shown)+ Thus, the observed Ca21 effect on Kd

S repre-
sents an effect on the equilibrium for docking of S,
Kdock

S (Scheme 5)+ As in Scheme 3, Kdock
S is expressed

relative to the value at 10 mM Mg21, Kdock,Mg
S , such that

Kdock,Mg
S,rel is defined as equal to 1+ As Kd

S continues to
decrease at the highest Ca21 concentrations, the ob-
served 10-fold increase in Kdock

S represents a lower
limit for the effect of CaD

21+
To further test the model that CaD

21 stabilizes S dock-
ing, we measured the affinity of the inhibitory Ca21 for
the (E•S)o complex+ The stronger docking of S with

Ca21 bound at site D relative to Mg21 predicts that
Ca21 would bind to site D with a stronger affinity for the
(E•S)c than the (E•S)o complex, according to the thermo-
dynamic cycle of Scheme 5

FK(E•S)o

Ca,app

K(E•S)c

Ca,app 5
Kdock,Ca

S,rel

Kdock,Mg
S,rel G.

Binding of Ca21 to the open complex was followed
from the Ca21 concentration dependence of the reac-
tion E•21r,dSA 1 G r products (Table 1)+ Removal of
the 29-OH groups at positions (22) to (26) disrupts dock-
ing of S, so that 21r,dSA binds the ribozyme pre-
dominantly in the (E•S)o complex (Narlikar & Herschlag,
1996)+ Indeed, a substantially higher concentration of
Ca21 is required to inhibit the reaction for 21r,dSA

than for rSA (Fig+ 6B)+ The Ca21 concentration depen-
dence of the 21r,dSA reaction gives an observed
Ca21 dissociation constant of 8+3 mM; this represents a
lower limit for the dissociation constant of Ca21 from the
(E•S)o complex [Scheme 5, K(E•S)o

Ca,app $ 8+3 mM], be-
cause the inhibitory effect above 8 mM Ca21 could arise
from one or more Ca21 ions distinct from CaD

21+ Follow-
ing the analysis of Scheme 5, CaD

21 binds at least 30-
fold more strongly to the (E•S)c than the (E•S)o complex+
This provides independent evidence that the inhibitory
Ca21 increases S docking

FKdock,Ca
S,rel

Kdock,Mg
S,rel 5

K(E•S)o

Ca,app

K(E•S)c

Ca,app $ 30G.

The inhibitory Ca 21 disrupts coupled binding
between G and S

The results described above indicate that CaD
21 in-

creases docking of S but inhibits reaction from the
closed complex, suggesting that the oligonucleotide
substrate might dock nonproductively in the presence
of CaD

21+ Previous results indicated that binding of S
and G strengthen one another when S is docked within
the ribozyme active site (McConnell et al+, 1993)+ Ad-
ditional observations further suggested that this cou-

FIGURE 6. The inhibitory Ca21 increases docking of S+ A: Ca21

decreases the equilibrium dissociation constant of 21d,rSA from the
E•S complex+ Kd

S was determined from Kd
S 5 koff

S /kon
S as described in

Materials and methods (10 mM Mg21)+ The solid line is the best fit of
the data to a model in which a single Ca21 decreases Kd

S, and the
dashed line (barely visible) is a predicted Ca21 concentration depen-
dence if the inhibitory Ca21, with K(E•SA)c

Ca,app 5 0+28 mM (Table 2), is
responsible for the observed effect+ B: Ca21 inhibition of the reac-
tion E•S 1 G r products for rSA (C) and 21r,dSA (d)+ Reactions
were carried out with a subsaturating G concentration (1 mM) at
10 mM Mg21, pH 6+4, as described in Materials and methods and
were normalized as in Figure 5+ The data are fit to Equation (5),
derived from Scheme 4, and give K(E•S)c

Ca,app 5 0+28 mM (C) and
K(E•S)o

Ca,app 5 8+3 mM (d)+

SCHEME 5. Ca21 binding and effect on docking+
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pled binding reflects positioning of the substrates within
the ribozyme active site (McConnell & Cech, 1995;
Shan & Herschlag, 1999)+ Thus, if the inhibitory Ca21

were to disrupt positioning of the oligonucleotide sub-
strate, coupled binding between S and G might be
lost+

The equilibrium association constant of G for the
(E•S)c complex (S 5 21d,rSA) was determined at a
series of Ca21 concentrations (Ka

G; 10 mM Mg21)+ In
the absence of added Ca21,G binds to the (E•S)c com-
plex with an affinity of Ka,Mg

G 5 15 mM21, approximately
sixfold higher than the affinity for free E of 2+8 6
0+4 mM21, consistent with previous determinations
(Fig+ 7A and data not shown; McConnell et al+, 1993;
McConnell & Cech, 1995)+ Addition of Ca21 weakens
the affinity of G for (E•S)c (Fig+ 7)+ The Ca21 effect on
Ka

G follows the concentration dependence predicted
from the model of Scheme 6, in which a Ca21 ion
binds to the (E•S)c complex with an apparent affinity of
K(E•S)c

Ca,app 5 0+28 mM and weakens the binding of G to
Ka,Ca

G 5 2+8 mM21 (Fig+ 7, solid line)+ The Ca21 affinity

is that of the inhibitory Ca21 determined from indepen-
dent experiments (Fig+ 5), and the value of Ka,Ca

G is the
G affinity for free E, also determined independently
(Fig+ 7, dashed line; McConnell & Cech, 1995; Shan &
Herschlag, 1999)+ These data provide strong evidence
that the inhibitory Ca21 disrupts coupling between S
and G+

DISCUSSION

Indirect metal-ion rescue and inhibition
in RNA catalysis

The presence of catalytic metal ions in RNA catalysis
has been inferred from the rescuing effect of soft metal
ions on reactions of modified substrates (Christian &
Yarus, 1993; Piccirilli et al+, 1993;Warnecke et al+, 1996;
Chen et al+, 1997; Peracchi et al+, 1997; Sjögren et al+,
1997; Sontheimer et al+, 1997; Weinstein et al+, 1997;
Scott & Uhlenbeck, 1999; Shan & Herschlag, 1999;
Yoshida et al+, 1999)+ On face value, the Mn21 stimu-
lation of reaction of the substrate with a thio substitu-
tion at the pro-SP oxygen relative to the unmodified
substrate observed in this work might have been taken
as evidence for a Mn21 interaction with the SP sulfur in
the Tetrahymena group I ribozyme reaction+ However,
analysis of the effect of Mn21 on individual reaction
steps revealed an alternative origin for the Mn21 stim-
ulation+ The apparent rescue arises because different
reaction steps are followed with the thio and the un-
modified substrate, and Mn21 affects a step other than
chemical cleavage+

The origin of this effect was traced to a Mn21 ion,
referred to as MnD

21, that stabilizes docking of S into its
tertiary interactions with the ribozyme core (Scheme
1), and this effect is observed for both the thio and the
unmodified oligonucleotide substrates+ Because the thio
substrate reacts from the undocked or open complex
whereas the unmodified substrate reacts from the closed
complex, an additional docking step was monitored for
reaction of the thio substrate+ MnD

21 thus rescues reac-
tion of the thio substrate, despite the absence of a
direct Mn21 coordination to the SP sulfur+ Thio substi-
tution of another ligand, the 39-bridging oxygen of S,
also causes the modified substrate to bind predomi-
nantly in the open complex, and the effect of MnD

21 has
also been observed in the Mn21 concentration depen-
dence for its reaction (Shan et al+, 1999)+ These obser-
vations underscore the importance of ensuring that the
same microscopic reaction steps are followed for the
modified and unmodified substrates in metal-ion spec-
ificity switch experiments+

As MnD
21 does not specifically rescue the deleterious

effect of phosphorothioate substitution at the pro-SP

reactive phosphoryl oxygen (see above), the simplest
interpretation of the results is that MnD

21 binds to a site
distinct from the metal site interacting with the pro-SP

FIGURE 7. Ca21 weakens binding of G+ Equilibrium association con-
stants of G for the E•S complex, Ka

G, were determined with 21d,rSA
at pH 7+1, 10 mM Mg21, as described in Materials and methods+ The
solid line is the Ca21 concentration dependence predicted from the
model of Scheme 6+ The dashed line represents the affinity of G for
the ribozyme without bound S in the absence of Ca21+

SCHEME 6. Thermodynamic analysis of Ca21 and G binding+
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oxygen (Fig+ 1, MD; Yoshida et al+, 1999)+ Additional
unpublished experiments strongly suggest that MD does
not interact with the pro-SP oxygen+

Several observations strongly suggest that metal
site D is distinct from the previously identified active-
site metal ions that interact with the 39-bridging oxy-
gen of S and with the 39 and 29 moieties of G (Fig+ 1,
MA, MB, and MC; Piccirilli et al+, 1993; Sjögren et al+,
1997; Weinstein et al+, 1997; Shan & Herschlag, 1999)+
The Mn21 affinity and Mn21/Mg21 specificity of site D
for the free ribozyme and ribozyme•substrate com-
plexes are distinct from these other metal-ion sites+
In addition, the Mn21 concentration dependences for
rescue of modifications at each of these other posi-
tions suggest stimulation by two distinct Mn21 ions,
the Mn21 specific to the modified substrate and
MnD

21 (Shan & Herschlag, 1999; Shan et al+, 1999)+
Finally, the binding and stimulatory effect of the Mn21

interacting with the 29 moiety of G (MC) is unaffected
when A(11), the residue 39 to the cleavage site, is
replaced by a methoxy group, whereas this modifica-
tion eliminates the effect of MnD

21+ Site D thus repre-
sents a novel metal-ion site in the vicinity of the active
site of this ribozyme+

Previously, the inhibitory effect of Ca21 on the Tet-
rahymena ribozyme reaction was proposed to arise from
two Ca21 ions that displace catalytic Mg21 ions (Mc-
Connell et al+, 1997)+ Similar observations and inter-
pretations have been made with other RNA enzymes
(see, e+g+, Lott et al+, 1998; Warnecke et al+, 1999)+
However, the results of this work suggest that at least
one of the inhibitory Ca21 sites is distinct from the
metal-ion sites directly involved in the chemical reac-
tion+ Rather, the inhibitory Ca21 binds to metal site D,
a site that interacts with the A(11) residue+

The results herein exemplify the complexity of metal-
ion effects possible in RNA+ Another example is the
indirect rescue by soft metal ions observed for folding
of the P4–P6 domain of the Tetrahymena ribozyme
(Basu & Strobel, 1999)+ In this previous work, Mn21

restored folding of several mutants with thio substitu-
tions at phosphoryl oxygens or deoxy substitutions at
29-hydroxyl groups, even though these groups are not
directly involved in metal-ion coordination in the crystal
structure+ On the other hand,Mn21 did not restore fold-
ing of several mutants with thio substitution at phos-
phoryl oxygens that provide ligands for Mg21 ions (Cate
& Doudna, 1996; Cate et al+, 1996)+ These observa-
tions are most simply accounted for by an indirect Mn21

effect on ribozyme folding analogous to the Mn21 effect
observed herein+ That is, if replacing Mg21 with Mn21

globally stabilizes the folded structure, a destabilizing
effect from any mutation can be overcome by Mn21,
provided that the destabilization is not too large+ The
observed inability of Mn21 to rescue thio substitution of
atoms that directly coordinate metal ions may arise
because these mutations have larger destabilizing ef-

fects due to steric and geometrical constraints at metal-
ion sites situated within networks of interactions+

The results herein demonstrate that metal-ion rescue
of substrate or ribozyme modifications can arise from
indirect metal-ion effects that are unrelated to the par-
ticular modification+ Instead of a direct metal-ion inter-
action, a rescuing effect of soft metal ions can also
arise if the modified group recruits additional metal ions
that are not present in the wild-type substrate or ribo-
zyme, or if the reaction follows a different pathway or
mechanism+ Conversely, the absence of metal-ion res-
cue does not rule out a metal-ion interaction with the
modified atom+ Introduction of a bulky sulfur atom could
potentially disrupt the surrounding active-site groups
and metal-ion ligands, preventing the binding or inter-
action of metal ions (see, e+g+, Herschlag et al+, 1991;
Brautigam & Steitz, 1998)+ Analogously, metal-ion inhi-
bition can arise from indirect effects, from metal ions
not interacting with substrate groups undergoing chem-
ical transformation+

Given the numerous metal ions that are typically bound
to an RNA molecule, the results of metal-ion rescue and
inhibition experiments should be interpreted with cau-
tion+ Nevertheless, quantitative mechanistic analysis of
metal-ion effects on modified substrates has been suc-
cessful, in several previous studies and in the current
work, in distinguishing different metal-ion sites (Shan
et al+, 1999) and in probing the properties and roles of
the individual sites (Shan & Herschlag, 1999, and below)+

Probing specific metal ion-RNA interactions

Previous work has provided strong evidence for at least
three distinct metal ions at the active site of the Tetra-
hymena ribozyme (Shan et al+, 1999)+ In the current
study, a metal-ion site, referred to as site D, has also
been uncovered+ Further, kinetic and thermodynamic
analyses of the metal-ion effects have provided a quan-
titative description of the metal-ion specificity of this
site along the reaction pathway and, correspondingly,
the effects of different metal ions bound at this site on
individual reaction steps+ These results are summa-
rized in Figure 8 and discussed below+

In the free ribozyme, site D has low specificity for
Mn21 and Ca21 relative to Mg21, with Mn21 binding
fivefold more strongly, and Ca21 binding with equal or
lower affinity than Mg21 (Fig+ 8)+ The Mn21 and Ca21

specificities of site D remain the same in the (E•S)o

complex+ This is expected because S lacks tertiary
interactions with active site groups and bound metal
ions in the open complex (Bevilacqua et al+, 1992;
Herschlag, 1992; Narlikar et al+, 1997; Narlikar &
Herschlag, 1996)+ As oxygen ligands typically have
low specificity for Mn21 relative to Mg21 (Martell &
Smith, 1976; see also Table 2 in Shan & Herschlag,
1999), the simplest interpretation of the low Mn21 spec-
ificity is that in the free ribozyme and the open com-
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plex, site D may consist primarily of oxygen ligands,
such as water, phosphoryl oxygens, and 29-hydroxyl
groups+

The specificity of site D for Mn21 and Ca21 relative to
Mg21 increases in going from the open to the closed
complex [Fig+ 8, (E•S)o vs+ (E•S)c], with 60- and 40-fold
higher affinity than Mg21, respectively+ This is in con-
trast to the low Mn21 and Ca21 specificities in free E
and in the open complex (Fig+ 8)+ The increase in metal-
ion specificity means that binding of Mn21 and Ca21 to
site D stabilizes docking of S into the closed complex+
The increased metal-ion specificity could arise be-
cause of additional ligands in the (E•S)c complex, or
because of more stringent steric and geometric con-
straints on ligands already present at site D in the open
complex+

The stabilizing effect of MnD
21 on docking of oligonu-

cleotide substrates is observed only in the presence of
the A(11) residue, indicating that the increased Mn21

specificity of site D in the closed complex arises from
an interaction of MnD

21 with A(11)+ The presence of the
A(11) residue also increases the Ca21 specificity of
site D approximately fivefold, reflecting an interaction
of Ca21 with A(11)+ Unlike Mn21, however, the Ca21

specificity for site D remains at least 10-fold higher in
the (E•S)c than the (E•S)o complex even in the ab-
sence of A(11), suggesting that CaD

21 makes additional
active site interactions besides A(11)+We do not know
whether the contribution of A(11) to the increased Mn21

and Ca21 specificity arises from a direct interaction of

these metal ions with groups on the A(11) residue, or
from indirect effects such as rearrangement of the ac-
tive site upon removal of A(11)+ In contrast to the ef-
fects observed with Mn21 and Ca21, replacing A(11)
with a methoxy group has less than a twofold effect on
binding of the oligonucleotide substrate or on the chem-
ical step in Mg21+ This suggests that the Mg21 ion that
normally occupies metal site D does not exhibit pref-
erential interactions with the A(11) residue+ It thus ap-
pears that different metal ions bound at site D interact
differently with the oligonucleotide substrate (see also,
e+g+, Pan et al+, 1993; Feig et al+, 1998; Jose et al+,
1999; and references therein)+

In general, Ca21 has weaker affinity for compounds
containing a single oxygen or nitrogen ligand than Mg21

(Table 4, compounds I–III)+ How, then, does the ribo-
zyme bind Ca21 more strongly than Mg21 in the closed
complex? The larger size and the higher coordination
number of Ca21 than Mg21 could allow Ca21 to more
favorably make multiple inner-sphere interactions with
ribozyme functional groups, and docking of S within the
ribozyme core may impose more stringent steric or geo-
metrical constraints for these ligands than those in the
open complex, thereby giving rise to the higher Ca21

specificity of site D in the (E•S)c complex (Amburgey
et al+, 1994; Linse & Forsen, 1995; Katz et al+, 1996;
and references therein)+ The higher affinities of Ca21

than Mg21 observed for compounds containing multi-
ple, sterically constrained ligands (Table 4, cf+ VI–VII
vs+ XIII–X; see also Amburgey et al+, 1994; Linse &

FIGURE 8. Summary of metal-ion specificities of site D in the ribozyme and ribozyme•substrate complexes+ The compet-
itive binding studies herein indicate that Mg21 saturates at site D at the lowest Mg21 concentration used, so that the Mg21

dissociation constant of site D, K Mg, is below 2 mM+ K Mn,rel and K Ca,rel are the specificities of site D for Mn21 and Ca21,
respectively, relative to Mg21+ The values are for oligonucleotide substrates with an A(11) residue+ For simplicity metal-ion
interactions are discussed for free E and the (E•S)o complex in the absence of bound G+ Binding of G to free E and the open
complex does not affect MnD

21 and CaD
21 affinity (see Results; data not shown)+ K Mn,rel and K Ca,rel values were obtained as

described in Materials and methods+ The metal-ion specificities for free E are equal to those determined for (E•S)o, as Mn21

and Ca21 do not affect formation of the open complex (see Results)+ For (E•S)o, the value of K(E•S)o
Mn,rel is from Table 2, and

the value of K(E•S)o
Ca,rel is from K(E•S)o

Ca,rel 5 [Mg21]/K(E•S)o
Ca,app # 10 mM/8+3 mM ' 1 (see Materials and methods and Fig+ 6)+ The K Mn,rel

and K Ca,rel values for the (E•S)c complex are from Table 2+ The value of K Mn,rel for the (E•S•G)c complex and the transition
state, [E•S•G] ‡, is the same as for (E•S)c, because Mn21 has no effect on binding of G or on reaction from the (E•S)c

complex+ The value of K Ca,rel for (E•S•G)c was obtained from K(E•S•G)c
Ca,rel 5 [Mg21]/K(E•S•G)c

Ca,app 5 10 mM/1+6 mM ' 6 (see
Materials and methods and Scheme 6)+ The value of K Ca,rel for [E•S•G] ‡ was obtained from the $200-fold slower chemical
step with Ca21 than with Mg21 bound (Fig+ 5), the value of K(E•S)c

Ca,rel 5 40 (Table 2), and a thermodynamic cycle analogous to
Scheme 6, which gives K[E•S•G] ‡

Ca,rel # K(E•S)c
Ca,rel/200 5 40/200 5 0+2+
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Forsen, 1995) provide examples of geometrical effects
that could give rise to high specificity for Ca21+

MnD
21 has no effect on binding of the guanosine nu-

cleophile or the chemical step from the (E•S•G)c com-
plex+ The Mn21 specificities of site D in (E•S•G)c and in
the transition state, [E•S•G] ‡, are therefore the same
as in the (E•S)c complex (Fig+ 8)+ These results sug-
gest that the interactions of MnD

21 are maintained in the
(E•S•G)c complex and in the transition state+Thus, these
interactions are conducive to the chemical reaction+

In contrast, CaD
21 weakens the binding of G to the

(E•S)c complex and inhibits reaction once S is docked
within the active site+ In reactions with Mg21, binding of
G is strengthened by the presence of bound S at the
active site (McConnell et al+, 1993; Shan & Herschlag,
1999)+ This coupled binding appears to reflect align-
ment of the substrates within the active site for their
chemical reaction (McConnell et al+, 1993; McConnell
& Cech, 1995; Shan & Herschlag, 1999; and refer-
ences therein)+ This coupled binding is lost when Ca21

is bound at site D, such that the affinity of G for (E•S)c

is the same as that for free E+ This is equivalent to a
decrease in the Ca21 specificity upon binding of G to
(E•S)c (Fig+ 8)+ We suggest that this disruption of cou-

pling reflects a disruption in the positioning of S and G
with respect to one another induced by the interactions
of CaD

21 with the oligonucleotide substrate and/or the
active site+ This could also account for the CaD

21 inhi-
bition of the chemical step by more than 200-fold,which
is reflected in a Ca21/Mg21 specificity of site D that is
even lower in the chemical transition state than in the
(E•S•G)c ground state, with K[E•S•G] ‡

Ca,rel # 0+2+ Instead of
displacing catalytic metal ions, the Ca21 at site D ap-
pears to exert its inhibitory effect by mispositioning the
substrates within the ribozyme active site+ Analogous
effects have been observed for binding of Tb31 to the
hammerhead ribozyme (Feig et al+, 1998)+

Variants of the Tetrahymena ribozyme have been
selected that retain catalytic activity in the presence
of Ca21 (Lehman & Joyce, 1993)+ Most of the muta-
tions were found to occur at or near the conserved
regions P7, J8/7, and J4/5 (Lehman & Joyce, 1993),
which form the catalytic core of this ribozyme that
binds the guanosine nucleophile and contacts the oli-
gonucleotide substrate (Michel & Westhof, 1990;
Golden et al+, 1998; Strobel et al+, 1998; and refer-
ences therein)+ Replacing a Mg21 ion with Ca21 could
perturb the alignment of this closely-packed active
site, consistent with the inhibitory effects of Ca21 ob-
served in this work+

CONCLUSIONS

In this work, quantitative mechanistic analysis with mod-
ified substrates has revealed an unconventional origin
for the stimulatory and inhibitory effects of metal ions
in the Tetrahymena group I ribozyme+A novel metal-ion
site, referred to as site D, has been uncovered+ These
analyses have also allowed characterization of the prop-
erties of metal site D and the functional consequences
of different metal ions bound at this site+ The structural
or catalytic role, if any, of the Mg21 bound at site D, the
ligands and coordination geometry of the Mg21, Mn21,
and Ca21 bound at this site, and the mechanism by
which CaD

21 disrupts the alignment of the substrates
remain to be addressed+

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Materials

Ribozyme was prepared by in vitro transcription with T7 RNA
polymerase as described previously (Zaug et al+, 1988)+ Oli-
gonucleotides (Table 1) were made by solid phase synthesis
and supplied by the Protein and Nucleic Acid Facility at Stan-
ford University or were gifts from L+ Beigelman (Ribozyme
Pharmaceuticals Inc+)+ Oligonucleotide substrates were 59-
end-labeled using [g-32P]ATP and T4 polynucleotide kinase
and purified by electrophoresis on 24% nondenaturing poly-
acrylamide gels as described (Zaug et al+, 1988; Herschlag
et al+, 1993a)+

TABLE 4 + Comparison of equilibrium constants for association of
Mg21 and Ca21 with model compounds+

log K M a

Compound Mg21 Ca21 K Ca,rel b
DDG

(kcal/mol)c

2+58 1+30 0+052 1+8

0+23 20+20 0+37 0+6

2+81 2+66 0+71 0+2

4+06 3+77 0+59 0+3

4+01 3+69 0+48 0+4

2+22 1+40 0+14 1+2

3+5 3+8 2 20+4

5+5 6+4 8 21+3

5+84 7+0 15 21+7

6+30 8+32 110 22+8

aK M is the equilibrium association constant for the reaction M 1
L M•L, in which M is Mg21 or Ca21 and L is the compound that
provides ligand(s) for M+ Values of K M are in units of M21 and were
determined at 25 8C at ionic strength 0+1+ From Martell & Smith (1976)+

bK Ca,rel 5 K Ca/K Mg, and gives the specificity for association with
Ca21 relative to Mg21+

cDDG 5 2RT ln K Ca,rel, and gives the difference in binding free
energy for Ca21 and Mg21+ Negative values of DDG denote a pref-
erence for Ca21+
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General kinetic methods

All reactions were single-turnover, with ribozyme in excess of
labeled oligonucleotide substrate (S*) and were carried out at
30 8C in 50 mM buffer+The buffers used were:NaMES, pH 5+4–
7+0; NaMOPS, pH 6+4–7+1; NaHEPES, 6+8–7+5; NaEPPS,
pH 7+1–8+5+ Reactions were followed and analyzed essen-
tially as previously described (Herschlag & Cech, 1990; Mc-
Connell et al+, 1993)+ Briefly, ribozyme was preincubated in
10 mM MgCl2 and 50 mM buffer at 50 8C, cooled to 30 8C, and
Mg21, Mn21, and/or Ca21 was added to obtain the desired
metal-ion concentrations prior to initiating the reaction by ad-
dition of S* (,0+1 nM)+ Six aliquots of 2-mL reaction mixture
were removed from 20-mL reactions at specified times, and
further reaction was quenched by addition of 4 mL of stop
solution [90% formamide with EDTA in $2-fold excess of
total divalent metal ion (20–200 mM), 0+005% xylene cy-
anole, 0+01% bromophenol blue, and 1 mM Tris, pH 7+5]+
Oligonucleotide substrates and products were separated by
electrophoresis on 20% polyacrylamide/7 M urea gels, and
their ratio at each time point was quantitated with a Molecular
Dynamics PhosphorImager+

Reactions were followed for $3t1/2 except for very slow
reactions+ Good first-order fits to the data, with endpoints of
$90%, were obtained (KaleidaGraph)+ The slow reactions
were typically linear for up to 20 h, and an endpoint of 95%
was assumed in obtaining observed rate constants from these
initial rates+

Kinetic constants

kc
G, the first-order rate constant for the reaction E•S•G r

products, was determined with ribozyme saturating with re-
spect to S (50–1,000 nM E; Kd

S # 1 nM) and with saturating
G (2 mM; Kd

G # 500 mM)+ (kc /Km)G, the second-order rate
constant for the reaction E•S 1 G r products, was deter-
mined with E saturating with respect to S as above, but with
G subsaturating ($3 concentrations, each more than fivefold
below Kd

G)+

Following the chemical step of the reaction

Previous results showed that the rate-limiting step for (kc /
Km)G for reaction of rSA (Table 1), the wild-type oligonucle-
otide substrate, is the chemical step below pH 7, but changes
to a binding or conformational step above pH 7 (Herschlag &
Khosla, 1994; see also Yoshida et al+, 2000)+ To ensure that
the chemical step is rate limiting under all the pH and metal-
ion concentrations investigated, oligonucleotide substrates
with 29-H substitutions at U(21) were used in several exper-
iments (Table 1)+ The sole effect of this modification is to slow
down the chemical step 103-fold, without affecting other re-
action steps (Herschlag et al+, 1993b; Yoshida et al+, 2000)+
Use of substrates with 29-H at U(21) has also allowed rate
constants with saturating G to be measured manually+ For
substrates containing a 29-OH at U(21), the reactions were
followed only up to pH 6+4 to ensure that the chemical step is
rate limiting (Herschlag & Khosla, 1994)+The following strongly
suggest that the chemical step is rate limiting for reaction of
substrates with 29-OH under the experimental conditions used
herein: (1) below pH 6+4, the observed (kc /Km)G for these

substrates has a log-linear dependence on pH (Yoshida et al+,
2000; data not shown); (2) the observed (kc /Km)G is always
below 1 3 105 M21min21, lower than the maximal value of
(kc /Km)G 5 5 3 105 M21min21 for rSA (Herschlag & Khosla,
1994; Yoshida et al+, 2000)+

Determination of the affinity of
oligonucleotide substrates

The equilibrium dissociation constant of S (21d,rSA or rSMe;
Table 1) from the E•S complex, Kd

S, was measured with sub-
saturating G (#10 mM) from the rate constants for binding
and dissociation of S (kon

S and koff
S , respectively) according to

the relationship Kd
S 5 koff

S /kon
S + Values of koff

S were determined
by pulse-chase measurements as described previously (Rose
et al+, 1974; Herschlag & Cech, 1990)+ The kon

S value for
21d,rSA was assumed to be the same as that for rSA in the
experiments herein with Mn21 or Ca21 present, as substitu-
tion of the 29-OH of U(21) with 29-H has no effect on kon

S with
10 mM Mg21 (Herschlag et al+, 1993b; Narlikar et al+, 1999)+
The values of kon

S for rSA in the presence of Mn21 or Ca21

were determined by measuring (kcat /Km)S,app, the apparent
second-order rate constant for the reaction E 1 S* r prod-
ucts+With a subsaturating concentration of G that is sufficient
to ensure that cleavage of rSA* is faster than its dissociation,
the observed (kcat /Km)S,app values for rSA is equal to kon

S

(Herschlag & Cech, 1990; McConnell et al+, 1997)+ As the
affinity and reactivity of rSMe is within twofold of that of rSA,
the kon

S value for rSMe can also be obtained from its observed
(kcat /Km)S,app at a subsaturating G concentration sufficient to
ensure that cleavage of rSMe* is faster than its dissociation+

The equilibrium dissociation constant of 21d,rSA from the
E•S•G ternary complexes, Kd

S', was analogously obtained
from kon

S and koff
S , determined by experiments analogous to

those described above except that a saturating concentration
of G (2 mM) was present+

Determination of the affinity of G for E•S

The equilibrium dissociation constant of G from the E•S•G ter-
nary complex, Kd

G, was determined with 21d,rSA (Table 1)
with ribozyme saturating with respect to S (50–200 nM E,
Kd

S # 0+5 nM)+ Kd
G values were obtained by following the re-

action rate at varying G concentrations (1–2,000 mM)+ Under
the conditions of these reactions, the concentration of G that
provides half of the maximal rate, K1/2

G , equals Kd
G, as de-

scribed previously (McConnell et al+, 1993)+ The data were fit
to Equation (2), in which kobsd is the observed rate constant at
a particular G concentration and kmax is the rate constant with
saturating G+

kobsd 5 kmax 3
[G]

[G] 1 K1/2
G (2)

Determination of Mn 21 and Ca 21 affinities
for the ribozyme•substrate complexes

As described in the Results,Mn21 and Ca21 alter the binding
affinity of S and the rate of the reaction+ The Mn21 and Ca21

concentration dependences are consistent with the effect ex-
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pected for a single Mn21 or Ca21, referred to as MnD
21 and

CaD
21, respectively+ The following strongly suggest that the

concentration of Mn21 (or Ca21) required to reach half-
saturation (or half-inhibition), K1/2

Mn (or K1/2
Ca), equals K Mn,app

(or K Ca,app), the apparent equilibrium dissociation constant
(see footnote 3) of MnD

21 (or CaD
21): (1) the reaction rate is not

affected by the time of incubation with Mn21 or Ca21 before
initiation of the reaction or by the order of addition of metal
ions and other reaction components after preincubation of
the ribozyme; (2) reactions follow good first-order kinetics
without a lag or burst phase; (3) the K1/2

Mn (or K1/2
Ca) value is not

affected by changing pH or by using substrates with 29-OH or
29-H at U(21), changes that alter the observed reaction rate+
Further, previous studies showed that when E•S formed in
Ca21 is diluted into Mg21, S reacts without a lag phase as if
it is originally bound in Mg21 (McConnell et al+, 1997)+ These
and other observations suggest that Mn21 and Ca21 achieve
equilibrium binding prior to the chemical step (McConnell et al+,
1997; Shan & Herschlag, 1999)+

Binding of MnD
21 to the (E•S•G)o

complex, K(E•S•G)o
Mn,app

Mn21 stimulates the reaction for 21d,mSA (Table 1), which
reacts from the open complex, relative to that for 21d,rSA,
which reacts from the closed complex (Scheme 1)+ This pro-
vides a signal for binding of MnD

21 to the open complex+ The
apparent dissociation constant of MnD

21 from the (E•S•G)o

complex, K(E•S•G)o
Mn,app , was obtained from the Mn21 concentra-

tion dependence of kc
G,rel, the rate constant for reaction of the

E•S•G complex for 21d,mSA relative to 21d,rSA+ The data
were fit to Equation (3), which was derived from the model of
Scheme 2+ kc,obsd

G,rel is the observed reactivity of 21d,mSA rel-
ative to 21d,rSA at a particular Mn21 concentration, and
kc,Mg

G,rel and kc,Mn
G,rel are the relative reactivities of 21d,mSA with

zero and saturating Mn21, respectively+

kc,obsd
G,rel 5 kc,Mg

G,rel 3
K(E•S•G)o

Mn,app

[Mn21 ] 1 K(E•S•G)o
Mn,app 1 kc,Mn

G,rel 3
[Mn21 ]

[Mn21 ] 1 K(E•S•G)o
Mn,app

(3)

The use of relative rate constant in the analyses of Equa-
tion (3) assumes that replacing Mg21 with Mn21 at site D
has no effect on the reaction of 21d,rSA and that any
additional Mn21 ions that affect the reaction of 21d,rSA

(see footnote 2) have the same effect on the reaction of
21d,mSA+ The following observations strongly support these
assumptions: (1) over the range of Mn21 concentration that
gives stimulation of the reaction of 21d,mSA, there is no
significant change in the reaction rate of 21d,rSA; (2) the
data are fit well by Equation (3), which was derived with
these assumptions; (3) the MnD

21 affinity for the (E•S•G)o

complex determined using this approach is the same, within
error, as that obtained independently from the MnD

21 effect
on binding of S (see Results)+

Binding of MnD
21 to the (E•SA)c and (E•SA•G)c

complexes, K(E•SA)c

Mn,app and K(E•SA•G)c

Mn,app

Mn21 decreases the equilibrium dissociation constant of
21d,rSA from the (E•SA)c and (E•SA•G)c complexes (Kd

S and

Kd
S', respectively)+ The Mn21 concentration dependences of

Kd
S and Kd

S' are consistent with an effect from a single Mn21,
MnD

21+ Values of K(E•SA)c
Mn,app, the equilibrium dissociation constant

of MnD
21 from (E•SA)c, was determined from nonlinear least-

squares fit of the Mn21 concentration dependence of Kd
S to

Equation (4a), derived from the model of Scheme 3A+ In this
equation, Kd,obsd

S is the observed dissociation constant of
21d,rSA from (E•SA)c at each Mn21 concentration, and
Kd,Mg

S and Kd,Mn
S are the dissociation constants of 21d,rSA

with zero and saturating Mn21, respectively+Analogously, the
equilibrium dissociation constant of MnD

21 from (E•SA•G)c,
K(E•SA•G)c

Mn,app , was determined by fitting the Mn21 concentration
dependence of Kd

S' to Equation(4b), derived from Scheme
3B+ In Equation(4b), Kd,obsd

S' is the observed dissociation con-
stant of S from (E•SA•G)c at each Mn21 concentration, and
Kd,Mg

S' and Kd,Mn
S' are the dissociation constants of S from

(E•SA•G)c with zero and saturating Mn21, respectively+

Kd,obsd
S 5 Kd,Mg

S 3
K(E•SA)c

Mn,app

[Mn21 ] 1 K(E•SA)c
Mn,app 1 Kd,Mn

S 3
[Mn21 ]

[Mn21 ] 1 K(E•SA)c
Mn,app

(4a)

Kd,obsd
S' 5 Kd,Mg

S' 3
K(E•SA•G)c

Mn,app

[Mn21 ] 1 K(E•SA•G)c
Mn,app 1 Kd,Mn

S' 3
[Mn21 ]

[Mn21 ] 1 K(E•SA•G)c
Mn,app

(4b)

Binding of CaD
21 to (E•SA)c and (E•SMe)c, K(E•SA)c

Ca,app

and K(E•SMe)c

Ca,app

The apparent dissociation constant of CaD
21 from the (E•SA)c

and (E•SMe)c complexes, K(E•SA)c
Ca,app and K(E•SMe)c

Ca,app , were deter-
mined from the Ca21 concentration dependence of the reac-
tion E•S 1 G r products with 21d,rSA and rSMe, respectively+
The data were fit to Equations (5a) and (5b), respectively,
derived from Schemes 6A and 6B; kobsd is the observed rate
constant of the reaction at a particular Ca21 concentration,
and k0 is the rate constant of the reaction in the absence of
added Ca21+

kobsd 5 k0 3
K(E•SA)c

Ca,app

[Ca21 ] 1 K(E•SA)c
Ca,app (5a)

kobsd 5 k0 3
K(E•SMe)c

Ca,app

[Ca21 ] 1 K(E•SMe)c
Ca,app (5b)

Determination of the Mn 21 and Ca 21 specificity of
site D: K Mn,rel and K Ca,rel

As described previously (Shan & Herschlag, 1999), the ap-
parent affinity of a metal site for Mn21 at a particular Mg21

concentration, K Mn,app, is defined by Equation (6a) if the metal
site is predominantly occupied by either Mg21 or Mn21, that
is, [E] ,, [EMg] 1 [EMn] (see Results); E denotes the ribozyme
form with the metal site unoccupied, EMg and EMn denote
ribozyme forms with the metal site occupied by Mg21 and
Mn21, respectively, and [Et] denotes the total concentration
of all ribozyme forms+ Under these conditions, the specificity
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of a metal site for Mn21 relative to Mg21, K Mn,rel, can be
calculated from Equation (6b) (Shan & Herschlag, 1999)+

K Mn,app 5
([Et ] 2 [EMn ]) 3 [Mn21 ]

[EMn ]
'

[EMg ][Mn21 ]

[EMn ]
; (6a)

K Mn,rel ' [Mg21 ]/K Mn,app (6b)

Analogously, the apparent Ca21 affinity of a metal site at a
particular Mg21 concentration is defined by Equation (7a) if
the metal site is predominantly occupied by either Mg21 or
Ca21, that is, [E] ,, [EMg] 1 [ECa] (ECa denotes the ribozyme
form with Ca21 bound)+ The Ca21 specificity of the metal site
relative to Mg21, K Ca,rel, can be obtained from Equation (7b)
under these conditions+

K Ca,app 5
([Et ] 2 [ECa ]) 3 [Ca21 ]

[ECa ]
'

[EMg ][Ca21 ]

[ECa ]
(7a)

K Ca,rel ' [Mg21 ]/K Ca,app (7b)

Prediction of the apparent affinity of Ca 21 with
Mn 21 bound at site E, K Ca,app'

The apparent Ca21 affinity in the presence of both Mg21 and
Mn21, K Ca,app', is defined by Equation (8), under conditions
such that [E] ,, [ECa] 1 [EMn] 1 [EMg]+

K Ca,app' 5
([Et ] 2 [ECa ]) 3 [Ca21 ]

[ECa ]

'
([EMg ] 1 [EMn ]) 3 [Ca21 ]

[ECa ]
(8)

Combining Equation (8) with Equations (6) and (7) gives Equa-
tion (9), which was used to calculate the predicted apparent
Ca21 affinities in Table 3+

K Ca,app' ' K Ca,app 3 S1 1
[Mn21 ]

K Mn,app D (9)

For (E•SA)c, values of K Ca,app 5 0+055 mM and K Mn,app 5
0+037 mM from Table 2 were used to calculate K Ca,app'+ For
(E•SMe)c, values of K Ca,app 5 0+26 mM from Figure 5A and
K Mn,app 5 0+42 mM were used+ The K Mn,app value of 0+42 mM
is the apparent MnD

21 affinity for the (E•S)o complex (Table 2);
this would be expected to be equal to the MnD

21 affinity for the
(E•SMe)c complex because Mn21 has no effect on docking of
substrates with A(11) replaced by 2OCH3+
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